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SAMPLING MIXER WITH ASYNCHRONOUS 
CLOCK AND SIGNAL DOMAINS 

This application claims priority to the provisional applica
tion entitled "A Current Steering Approach for Placing Two 
Zeros on Folded-Over Frequencies in Decimating FIR Fil
ters", filed Oct. 26, 2001, Ser. No. 60/348,902, which provi
sional application is incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally to wireless communica
tions systems, and particularly to simplifYing the clock gen
eration hardware to reduce power consumption and hardware 
usage. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

2 
oscillator (LO) generating a signal of desired period with the 
proper timing and then a series of clock dividers to generate 
clocks of the proper frequency from the signal generated by 
the LO. However, the use of a different LO for each signal 
path can result in synchronization problems due to frequency 
differences in the signals generated by the different LOs, 
resulting in a degraded downconverted signal. Alternatively, 
there may be a single LO, whose signal is fed to each of the 
signal paths and each signal path has its own clock generating 

10 hardware that would take the signal from the LO and derive 
the necessary clock signals. Regardless of whether a single 
LO or multiple LOs are used, there is typically a separate set 
of clock generating hardware for each signal path. 

A major disadvantage in having separate clock generating 
15 hardware for each signal path is power consumption. As 

expected, the clock generating hardware must also be clocked 
at high frequencies and hardware clocked at high frequencies 
consumes more power than hardware clocked at low frequen
cies. Also for more complex clocking schemes, a large Discrete-time radio frequency (RF) is a newly emerging 

field in wireless digital communications wherein analog RF 
signals that are transmitted over-the-air are directly sampled 
into a discrete-time sample stream suitable for digital signal 
processing. A typical wireless digital communications device 
would use analog filters, duplexers, mixers, analog-to-digital 
converters (ADC), etc. to convert the analog RF signals into a 
digital data stream that is suitable for digital signal process
ing. Unfortunately, analog circuit components, especially 
components such as capacitors, inductors, resistors, etc. nec
essary for the analog filters are difficult to integrate into an 
integrated circuit. This is especially true for the precise values 30 

of these components required for use in filters. Of course, it is 
the desire of the manufacturer to maximize the degree of 
integration for the wireless transceivers. This is because the 
more highly integrated a wireless transceiver can become, the 
lower the production costs for the transceiver and the trans- 35 

ceiver will typically use less power during operation. 

20 amount ofhardware is required for the clock generating hard
ware. The clocking at high operating frequencies and the 
redundancy of the generating hardware results in a significant 
amount of power consumption. For example, in a mixer with 
four signal paths, four complete sets of clock generating 

25 hardware are required. An additional disadvantage is that the 
redundant clock generating hardware also requires a lot of 
real estate when it comes time to integrate the mixer hardware 
into an integrated circuit. The increased real estate results in 
a larger, more expensive device. 

A need has therefore arisen for a way to generate clock 
signals required in a mixer with multiple signal paths without 
needing to replicate the clock generating hardware for each 
signal path. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Discrete-time RF involves the direct conversion of the 
analog RF signal into a discrete-time sample stream through 
the use of a direct sampling mixer, without having to undergo 
any intermediate analog filtering, downconversion, etc. An 
example of a direct sampling mixer is one that uses current to 
perform its sampling. The current-mode discrete-time sam
pling mixer converts the received analog RF signal into a 
current that is then integrated by a sampling capacitor. The 
charge on the sampling capacitor is then periodically read to 
produce samples for the discrete-time sample stream. 

Many mixers work with more than one signal stream, i.e., 
the RF current is periodically integrated at various points in 
time to produce multiple sample streams. For example, it is 
fairly typical for a digital transceiver to process the received 
signal stream as two separate streams, an in-phase (I) stream 
and a quadrature-phase (Q) stream. Additionally, many use 
differential signaling, wherein a portion of each signal is 
received along with a portion of the same signal that is 180 
degrees out of phase. Therefore, the mixers can be quite 
complex, with four separate signal paths. 

A significant disadvantage of having four separate signal 
paths in the mixer stems from the fact that each signal path 
requires a different clock. For example, the clock for a posi
tive I stream will differ from the clock for a positive Q stream 
by 90 degrees and the clock for a positive stream will differ 
from the clock for a negative stream by 180 degrees. Since the 
clocks typically differ from one another by a phase angle, it is 
common for each signal path will have its own clock genera
tion hardware. 

One possible solution to providing separate clocks to each 
signal path is to provide each signal path with its own local 

In one aspect, the present invention provides a method for 
generating clock signals for use in activating and deactivating 
rotating capacitors in a receiver mixer with a plurality of 

40 signal paths to sample a received data signal, the method 
comprising the steps of producing a reference signal, gener
ating a set of clock signals from the reference signal, and 
distributing the set of clock signals to the plurality of signal 
paths, wherein the set of clock signals are used to activate and 

45 deactivate rotating capacitors in each of the signal paths. 
In another aspect, the present invention provides a circuit 

for generating a set of clock signals for use in activating 
rotating capacitors in a radio transceiver with a plurality of 
signal paths, the circuit comprising a reference signal genera-

50 tor to generate a clock signal at a specified frequency, a clock 
divider coupled to the reference signal generator, the divider 
containing circuitry to divide the clock signal to change the 
frequency of the clock signal, and a clock generator coupled 
to the clock divider, the clock generator containing circuitry 

55 to output the set of clock signals to the plurality of signal 
paths. 

In yet another aspect, the present invention provides a radio 
receiver comprising a radio frequency (RF) input to receive 
RF signals, a current-mode sampling mixer coupled to the RF 

60 input, the mixer comprising a plurality of signal paths, each 
signal path coupled to the RF input and a local oscillator, the 
signal path containing circuitry to sample a received signal 
provided by the RF input and to output a discrete-time sample 
stream, a timing circuit coupled to the plurality of signal 

65 paths, the timing circuit containing circuitry to control the 
operation of the signal paths, and the radio receiver further 
comprising a signal processing circuit coupled to the mixer, 
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the signal processing circuit containing circuitry to transform 
output produced by the plurality of signal paths into user 
usable data. 

In another aspect, the present invention provides a wireless 
communications device comprising an antenna to receive and 
transmit radio frequency (RF) signals, a RF receiver coupled 

4 
simultaneously reduce the aliasing of the discrete-time 
sample stream and relax the charge read out time according to 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGS. 6a-c illustrate the use and timing of two current
mode sampling mixers, each with two banks of rotating 
capacitors with separate RF switches according to a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGS. 7a and 7b illustrate the use and timing of a current
mode sampling mixer with two banks of rotating capacitors 

10 arranged to make use of the bottom-plate sampling technique 
according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 8 illustrates an active buffer used to realize a second 
infinite-impulse response filter stage according to a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 

to the antenna, the RF receiver containing circuitry to convert 
RF signals into a data stream, the RF receiver comprising a 
current-mode sampling mixer, the current-mode sampling 
mixer comprising a plurality of signal paths, each signal path 
coupled to the antenna and a local oscillator, the signal path 
containing circuitry to sample a received signal provided by 
the antenna and produce a discrete-time sample stream of the 
received signal, a timing circuit coupled to the plurality of 
signal paths, the timing circuit containing circuitry to control 15 

the operation of the signal paths, the wireless communica
tions device further comprising a digital baseband (DBB) 
controller coupled to the RF transceiver, the DBB controller 
containing circuitry to digitally process the data stream pro
vided by the RF transceiver and convert it into user usable 20 

data, and a memory coupled to the DBB controller, the 
memory containing storage elements to store data and pro
grams. 

FIG. 9 illustrates the signal processing performed by a 
current-mode sampling mixer according to a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 10 illustrates a feedback charge accumulation struc
ture used to establish a bias voltage (by periodically initial
izing a charge) on the rotating capacitors according to a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGS. lla and llb illustrate a physical implementation of 
a portion of a current-mode sampling mixer along with a 
detailed view of a portion of a clock generating circuit accord-

25 ing to a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 
The present invention provides a number of advantages. 

FIG. 12 illustrates the timing between signals used for 
activating rotating capacitors used in the current-mode sam
pling mixer ofFIG. lla according to a preferred embodiment 
of the present invention; 

For example, use of a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention allows the use of a single clock signal generated by 
one local oscillator in the generation of multiple clock sig
nals, each with a different phase angle, rather than using 
different clock signals generated by the local oscillator in 
conjunction with separate clock generating hardware for each 30 

different lower frequency clock signal with a different phase 
angle. This results in a significant reduction in the amount of 
clock generating hardware, leading to a reduction in the over-

FIG. 13 illustrates the phase angle differences between 
rotating capacitor-activating signals in the various signal 
paths of the current-mode sampling mixer of FIG. 6a; 

FIG.14 illustrates a current-mode sampling mixer utilizing 
a local oscillator to derive a complete set of control signals for 

35 activating and deactivating rotating capacitors according to a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

all size of the integrated wireless transceiver. 
Also, use of a preferred embodiment of the present inven

tion reduces power consumption of the overall wireless trans
ceiver by reducing the clock generating hardware. The reduc
tion in the power consumption increases battery life (or 
reduces the size of a power supply) and decreases heat dissi
pation concerns. 

Additionally, use of a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention reduces the overall amount of hardware that needs 

FIGS. 15a and 15b illustrate timing differences in rotating 
capacitor control signals when generated by independently 
executing clock generating circuitry and a single common 

40 clock generating circuit according to a preferred embodiment 
of the present invention; and 

to be integrated into an integrated circuit. By reducing the 
hardware requirements, it is possible to create a smaller radio 
transceiver. A smaller radio transceiver leads to a smaller, less 45 

expensive product. 

FIG. 16 illustrates a block diagram of a wireless commu
nications device containing a direct sampling mixer accord
ing to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE 
EMBODIMENTS 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The above features of the present invention will be more 
clearly understood from consideration of the following 
descriptions in connection with accompanying drawings in 
which: 

FIGS. 1a and 1b illustrate prior art embodiments of cur
rent-mode sampling mixers; 

FIG. 2 illustrates a prior art embodiment of a current-mode 
sampling mixer with cyclic charge read out; 

FIG. 3 illustrates a current-mode sampling mixer with 
recursive operation to provide infinite-impulse response fil
tering according to a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention; 

FIGS. 4a and 4b illustrate the use and timing of rotating 
capacitors in a current-mode sampling mixer to increase (re
lax) the charge read out time according to a preferred embodi
ment of the present invention; 

FIGS. Sa and Sb illustrate the use and timing of two banks 
of rotating capacitors in a current-mode sampling mixer to 

The making and use of the various embodiments are dis-
50 cussed below in detail. However, it should be appreciated that 

the present invention provides many applicable inventive 
concepts, which can be embodied in a wide variety of specific 
contexts. The specific embodiments discussed are merely 
illustrative of specific ways to make and use the invention, 

55 and do not limit the scope of the invention. 
The following discussion focuses on a particular type of 

radio receiver mixer and its circuitry that is operating in a 2.4 
Gigahertz frequency band and is adherent to the Bluetooth 
technical standards. The Bluetooth technical standard speci-

60 fies a short-range wireless communications network whose 
intended purpose is a low-power and low-cost replacement 
for physical cabling. The Bluetooth technical standard is 
specified in a document entitled "Specification of the Blue
tooth System, Version 1.1, Feb. 22, 2001," which is incorpo-

65 rated herein by reference. While the discussion focuses on 
Bluetooth radios, the present invention is operable in other 
frequency bands and other technical standards, therefore, the 
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discussion should not be construed as limiting the present 
invention to Bluetooth transceivers operating at 2.4 Giga
hertz. For example, the present invention has application in 
global positioning systems (GPS), low-earth orbit satellite 
system based communications systems and cellular based 5 

communications systems. The cellular based systems may 
include first, second, and third generation (and beyond) digi-
tal phone systems, time-division multiple access (TDMA), 
code-division multiple access (CDMA), global system for 
mobile communications (GSM) technology along with other 10 

digital communications technologies operating at various 
carrier frequencies. Additionally, the receiver mixer of the 
present invention has application in wired receivers as well. 

Referring now to FIG. la, a block diagram illustrates a 
prior art embodiment of a current-mode direct sampling 15 

mixer 100. The mixer 100 includes an amplifier 110 (some
times referred to as a low-noise transconductance amplifier 
(LNTA)), an RF switch 115 driven by a signal120 generated 
by a local oscillator (not shown), and a sampling capacitor 
(Cs) 125. An alternative version of the mixer 100 exists 20 

wherein an antenna (not shown) is coupled to the amplifier, 
the antenna is used to receive analog RF signals transmitted 
over-the-air. The direct electrical coupling provides a direct 
signal path from the antenna into the mixer 100. 

An analog RF signal that is provided to the mixer 100 (the 25 

analog RF signal may be provided to the mixer 100 via a 
direct wire or cable connection or transmitted over-the-air) in 
the form of an RF voltage that is then converted into an RF 
current by the LNTA 110, which has a transconductance gain 
of gm. The flow of the RF current is switched by the RF switch 30 

115, which is driven by the signal 120 generated by a local 
oscillator (LO). The frequency of the signal120 is referred to 

6 
The periodic reading out of the charge on the sampling 
capacitor 125 produces a discrete-time sample stream of the 
analog RF signal. 

Unfortunately, when the charge on the sampling capacitor 
125 is being read out, the sampling capacitor 125 carmot be 
used to integrate the RF current, or vice versa. Therefore, the 
current-mode sampling mixer 100 as displayed in FIG. la 
does not permit the reading of the charge accumulated on its 
sampling capacitor 125 while the signal 120 is actively 
switching. Also, the amount of time required to read the 
charge from the sampling capacitor 125 is typically longer 
than the amount of time to integrate the RF current, i.e., half 
of the period of the signal120. Therefore, it is normally not 
feasible to attempt a charge read out while the signal 120 is 
inactive. 

Notice that the switches, both RF and non-RF switches, 
displayed in the figures and discussed in this specifications 
are displayed as n-type metal oxide semiconductor (NMOS) 
transistor switches. However, these switches may be made 
out p-type metal oxide semiconductor (PMOS) or comple
mentary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) transistor pass 
gates as well without loss in performance or generality. Of 
course, the use of other types of switches may require minor 
rearrangements of the mixers. For example, the use of PMOS 
switches would require that the coupling be tied to V dd (the 
substrate power source) rather than the substrate ground as 
the figures in this specifications display. However, the rear
rangements are minor and are well understood by those of 
ordinary skill in the art of the present invention. 

Referring now to FIG. 2, a block diagram illustrates a prior 
art embodiment of the current-mode sampling mixer 200 with 
cyclic charge read out. The mixer 200 is essentially the same 
as the mixer 150 of FIG. lb. When more than one sampling 
capacitor is used, the current-mode sampling mixer is some-

as a sampling frequency and is commonly denoted fs. The 
sampling frequency is normally approximately equal to the 
frequency used to create the analog RF signal. 

As displayed in FIG. la, when the signal120 is high, the 
RF switch 115 is closed, creating a path for the RF current. 
The RF current is integrated by the sampling capacitor 125, 
increasing (or decreasing) the charge on the sampling capaci-

35 times referred to as a multi-tap direct sampling mixer 
(MTDSM). A second RF switch 220 and sampling capacitor 
230 pair allows the task of integrating the RF current to be 
shared between two sampling capacitors 225 and 230. The RF 

tor 125, depending on the direction of the current flow. In 40 

order to fully sample the analog RF signal, an identical cur
rent-mode sampling mixer with an RF switch that is driven by 
an inverse (or complement) of the signal generated by the LO 
is used. The identical current-mode sampling mixer is used to 
sample the analog RF signal when the current-mode sampling 45 

mixer 100 is decoupled from the LNTA 110 by the RF switch 
115 when the signal120 is low. 

Referring now to FIG. lb, a diagram illustrates a prior art 
embodiment of a current-mode direct sampling mixer 150 
used to fully sample the analog RF signal. The mixer 150 is 50 

similar to the mixer 100 displayed in FIG. la with the addition 
of an extra RF switch and sampling capacitor. A first RF 
switch 165 is controlled by a signal170, which is the same as 
the signal120 in the mixer 100 displayed in FIG. la. How
ever, a second RF switch 166 is controlled by a second signal 55 

171 that may be thought of as an inverse (or complement) of 
the signal170. The two signals 170 and 171 are operating on 
opposite half-cycles of one another. When one RF switch is 
on, the other RF switch is off. This configuration allows the 
mixer 150 to integrate the RF current at all times. The mixer 60 

150, as illustrated in FIG. lb, is operating in what is known as 
a pseudo-differential configuration. 

Referring back to FIG. la, the charge that is integrated on 
the sampling capacitor 125 is periodically read out to produce 
a single sampled data value. The frequency of the charge read 65 

out can vary from being equal to the frequency of the signal 
120 to some integer divisorofthe frequency of the signal120. 

switches, Sl 215 and S2 220, are driven by signals 217 (for 
switch Sl) and 222 (for switch S2). The signals 217 and 222 
may be thought of as portions of the signal generated by the 
LO. For example, the signal217 may be configured to gate the 
signal produced by the LO for N cycles and then remain low 
for the next N cycles and return to gating the LO signal for the 
next N cycles. The number N is equal to the number of RF 
cycles the sampling capacitors will integrate the RF current. 
When the two signals 217 and 222 are combined, the result is 
the original signal produced by the LO. 

When one signal (217 or 222) is gating the signal produced 
by the LO, the RF switch (215 or 220, respectively) that is 
controlled by the signal alternates between being closed and 
open, permitting the RF current to flow to the respective 
sampling capacitor. When one signal (217 or 222) is gating 
the signal produced by the LO, the other signal (222 or 217) 
is low, and the switch associated with the signal is open, not 
permitting any RF current to reach the sampling capacitor. 
While one sampling capacitor is busy integrating the RF 
current, the second sampling capacitor is not integrating the 
RF current and therefore its charge can be read out. The roles 
are then reversed to allow the reading of the charge integrated 
by the first sampling capacitor to be read out. If the capaci-
tance of each of the sampling capacitors is Cs, then at any 
given time, the capacitance seen by the RF current remains C s 
because the RF current only sees one sampling capacitor at a 
time (due to the nature of the signals 217 and 222). 

This periodic integration of a number of half-rectified RF 
samples performs a finite-impulse response (FIR) filtering 
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operation and is sometimes referred to as a temporal moving 
average (MA). For example, if the number of half-rectified 
RF samples being integrated in each period is N, then the 
operation is referred to as a moving average N, or MA-N. The 
MA-N operation corresponds to an FIR filtering operation 
with N coefficients, with all coefficients being unity. The FIR 
filtering operation can be expressed in equation form as: 

8 

N-1 

wi = .Lui-t 
l=O 

The mixer 300, as displayed in FIG. 3, has three RF 
switches 315, 320, and 325. The RF switches are driven by 
signals 317, 322, and 327 respectively. The signal 317 is the 
signal generated by the LO while signals 322 and 327 are 
gated versions of signal 317, similar to signals 217 and 222 
from FIG. 2. Therefore, at any given instance in time, the RF 
current is being integrated by the history capacitor (CH) and 
one of the two rotating capacitors (CR). Since the capacitance 
of the history capacitor is a1 *Cs and that of the rotating 

10 capacitor is (1-a1)*Cs, then the RF current sees an overall 
capacitance of a1 *Cs+(l-a1)*Cs=Cs- This is the same 
capacitance seen by the RF current in the mixer 200 displayed 
in FIG. 2. 

Where: u, is the i-th RF sample and w, is the accumulated 
15 

charge on the sampling capacitor. Due to the fact that the 
MA-N operation is being read out at the lower rate of once per 
N RF cycles, aliasing occurs with a foldover frequency at 
fa12N. FIR filtering and MA-N operations are considered well 
understood by those of ordinary skill in the art of the present 20 
invention and will not be discussed in detail in these specifi-
cations. 

The current-mode sampling mixer can be further modified 

Assuming that each rotating capacitor is active for N 
cycles, the IIR filtering is arrived at in the following manner: 
the RF current is integrated over N RF cycles, with the charge 
being shared on both the history and the active rotating 
capacitor. The amount of charge on the respective capacitors 
is proportional to their capacitance. At the end of anN cycle 
accumulation period, the active rotating capacitor stores 
(1-a1 ) of the total charge, stops further integration, and pre
pares for reading out its charge. The formerly inactive rotat
ing capacitor joins the history capacitor in the integration to perform an infinite-impulse response (IIR) filtering opera

tion. IIR filtering operations are usually considered to be 
stronger filtering operations than FIR filtering operations. 
Therefore, IIR filtering operations are generally more pre
ferred. IIR filtering operations are considered well under
stood by those of ordinary skill in the art of the present 
invention and will not be discussed in detail in these specifi
cations. 

25 process and at the same time obtains (1-a1 ) of the charge 
stored on the CH capacitor (assuming that the formerly inac
tive rotating capacitor had no initial charge). If the input 
charge integrated over the most recent N cycles is w1, then the 
charge s1 stored in the system at sampling time j can be 

30 described as a single-pole recursive IIR equation: 

Referring now to FIG. 3, a block diagram illustrates a 
current-mode sampling mixer 300 with recursive operation to 
provide IIR filtering according to a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. According to a preferred embodiment 35 

of the present invention, the current-mode sampling mixer 
300 uses two different types (in terms of capacitive value) of 
sampling capacitors. A first type of sampling capacitor is 
referred to as a history capacitor, denoted CH, and is used to 
store the "history" of the RF current. According to a preferred 40 

embodiment of the present invention, the history capacitor 
always integrates the RF current, meaning that with exception 
of the negative half-cycle, the history capacitor continually 
integrates the RF current. A second type of sampling capaci-
tor is referred to as a rotating capacitor, denoted CR, and is 45 

used to periodically integrate the RF current in a manner 
similar to the sampling capacitors discussed in FIG. 2. Unlike 
the mixer 200 in FIG. 2, wherein the actual capacitive value of 
the sampling capacitors was not crucial as long as the sam
pling capacitors all had the same values, the values of the 50 

history and rotating capacitors in the mixer 300 is important. 

and the output charge x1 is (1-a1) times the system charge of 
the most recent cycle. This is a discrete-time IIR filter oper
ating at faiN sampling rate and possesses a single pole, where 
fa is the frequency of the signal generated by the LO. 

When operating at high frequencies, for example, if the 
wireless transceiver is designed for use as Bluetooth trans
ceiver, the operating frequency (fa) is 2.4 Gigahertz and if 
N=S, then the read out frequency is faiN or 300 MHz. 
Although significantly smaller than 2.4 GHz, 300 MHz 
remains a very high frequency when it comes to reading out 
the charge on the rotating capacitors, therefore, it is desired to 
relax the read out time even more. In addition to increasing 
the value of N, one way that the period of the read out time 
may be further increased is by adding additional rotating 
capacitors, CR, and then reading the charge stored on one of 
the rotating capacitors while the remaining capacitors con
tinue integrating the RF current. 

Referring now to FIG. 4a, a block diagram illustrates the 
use of five rotating capacitors in a current-mode sampling 
mixer 400 to increase the charge read out time according to a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. The mixer 

In actuality, the capacitive value of the sampling capacitors in 
FIG. 2 is used for determining the gain of the sampling 
operation, but is not vital to the proper operation of the mixer 
200. 

According to a preferred embodiment of the present inven
tion, the value of the history capacitor is a1 *Cs, where Cs is 
the value of the sampling capacitor used in the mixer of FIG. 
2 and a1 is a constant. Given that the history capacitor has a 
specified value of a1 *Cs, then it is preferred (for reasons that 
will be discussed below) that each of the rotating capacitors 
have a value of (1-a1)*Cs- It is preferred that the ratio ofCH 

55 400 is identical to the mixer displayed in FIG. 3, with the 
exception of three additional rotating capacitors and RF 
switches. The mixer 400 has a redundancy of 4 (the total 
number of rotating capacitors minus one (5-1=4)). The RF 
switches for the rotating capacitors (RF switches S1, S2, S3, 

to CR be approximately 30, although ratios greater than 30 
also result in efficiently operating mixers. As an example, a 
preferred value for a1 may be 0.9686. Therefore CH is 
approximately thirty one (31) times the value of each one of 
the CR capacitors, C#CR"'31. 

60 S4, and S5) are driven by signals designed so that only one of 
the RF switches is active at a given time. An RF switch 410, 
SO, controls the history capacitor and is driven by a signal 
generated by the LO, making it active at all times. 

One of the five rotating capacitors is chosen to have its 
65 charge read out. The charge read out cycle may be as long in 

duration as the integration time of the four remaining rotating 
capacitors, hence providing a larger amount of time (when 
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compared to the integration time of a single rotating capaci
tor) to extract the charge stored on the selected rotating 
capacitor. 

Referring now to FIG. 4b, a timing diagram illustrates the 
signals driving the various RF switches in the mixer 400 and 
a charge read out cycle according to a preferred embodiment 

10 
is busy integrating the RF current, the other rotating capacitor 
bank is having the charge on its rotating capacitors simulta
neously read out. 

of the present invention. A first timing trace 4SS displays the 
signal generated by the LO, used to drive the RF switch, SO 
(410 from FIG. 4a), while a second timing trace 460 displays 
the signal used to drive the RF switch, Sl ( 41S from FIG. 4a ). 10 

Similar traces display the signals driving the remaining RF 
switches. A timing trace 46S represent the charge read out 
cycle. According to a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, when the timing trace 46S is high, the charge read 

15 
out cycle is active and the charge collected on the selected 
rotating capacitor is being read out. As displayed in FIG. 4b, 
the selected rotating capacitor is the capacitor associated with 
the RF switch, Sl (41S in FIG. 4a). Noticethatthechargeread 
out cycle (trace 46S) is inactive when the RF switch Sl is 20 

active, permitting the rotating capacitor to integrate the RF 

Referring now to FIG. Sb, a timing diagram illustrates the 
signals driving the various RF switches in the mixer SOO and 
a charge read out cycle for each of the two rotating capacitor 
banks according to a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. A first timing curve SSS displays the signal output 
of the LO that is used to drive the RF switch Sl. A second 
timing curve S60 displays the signal used to drive the RF 
switch SAl of the rotating capacitor bank S20 while another 
timing curve S6S displays the signal used to drive the RF 
switch SBl of the rotating capacitor bank S3S. Other timing 
curves display the signals used to drive other RF switches in 
the mixer SOO. A timing curve S70 displays the total charge 
read out cycle for rotating capacitor bank S20 and another 
timing curve S7S displays the total charge read out cycle for 
rotating capacitor bank S3S. 

Taking a closer examination of the timing curve S70, dis
playing the total charge read out cycle for rotating capacitor 
bank S20, it is readily evident that the charge read out cycle is 
active (signified by a high value) only when the rotating 
capacitors themselves are not integrating the RF current. This 
permits the charge on all of the rotating capacitors to be read 

current. 
According to a preferred embodiment of the present inven

tion, the charge collected on the rotating capacitors that are 
not selected for charge read out is discarded by short-circuit
ing them (to electrical ground) when they are not in use. The 
discarding of the charge on the unselected rotating capacitors 
results in what is known as decimation, a reduction in the total 
number of samples used to represent a signal. In the example 
displayed in FIG. 4a, there are five rotating capacitors and 
only one rotating capacitor is read out, therefore, the decima
tion is equal to five since only one out of every five samples is 
used and the remaining four samples are discarded. Decima
tion is known to cause aliasing and compensation for the 
aliasing must be provided. Aliasing is a phenomenon that 
occurs when frequency components of a signal that are 
located at frequencies greater than the sampling frequency 
are wrapped around and added to frequency components that 
are less than the sampling frequency. Aliasing is considered 
well understood by those of ordinary skill in the art of the 
present invention and will not be discussed in detail in these 
specifications. 

25 out. According to a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, the charge on each of the rotating capacitors within 
a single rotating capacitor bank is read out by combining the 
individual charges together (short circuiting the rotating 
capacitors together) and then reading the combined charge. 

30 This results in an FIR filtering operation with a moving aver
age oflength equal to the number of rotating capacitors in the 
rotating capacitor bank. As displayed in FIG. Sa, the moving 
average is four (MA-4). Once the charge stored on the rotat
ing capacitors are read out, the rotating capacitors are reset. 

35 Following the reset operation, the rotating capacitors may 
also have a bias voltage be developed on them. 

Referring now to FIG. 6a, a block diagram illustrates a 
current-mode sampling mixer 600 with two banks of rotating 
capacitors 60S and 620 and a separate RF switch according to 

40 a preferred embodiment of the present invention. Each rotat
ing capacitor, for example, capacitor 610, is flanked by a 
switch 607, which is controlled by a charge read out signal. 
When the charge read out signal is active, the charge on the 
rotating capacitor can be read through the switch 607. Flank-Additional banks of rotating capacitors can be added to the 

mixer as an alternative to simply adding rotating capacitors to 
reduce timing constraints on the charge read out. By simply 
adding rotating capacitors to an existing current-mode sam
pling mixer, as displayed in FIG. 4a, the samples are deci
mated by an increasingly larger amount. When there are M 
rotating capacitors and there are no capacitor banks, the deci- 50 

mation of the discrete-time sample stream is equal toM. The 
greater the decimation of the sample stream, the greater the 
amount of aliasing that occurs. Therefore, it is preferred to 
minimize undesired decimation of the sample stream. 

45 ing the charge read out switch is another switch 611. This 
switch 611 is controlled by a signal that activates and deac
tivates the rotating capacitor for integrating of the RF current. 
FIG. 6b illustrates the timing of the signals controlling the 
operation of the mixer 600. 

Referring now to FIG. 6c, a block diagram illustrates a 
current-mode sampling mixer 670 with two banks of rotating 
capacitors 67S and 690 and a separate RF switch according to 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The mixer 
670 is essentially the same as the mixer 600 displayed in FIG. 

Referring now to FIG. Sa, a block diagram illustrates a 
current-mode sampling mixer SOO utilizing two banks of 
rotating capacitors S20 and S3S to simultaneously reduce the 
aliasing of the discrete-time sample stream and relax the 
charge read out time according to a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. The mixer SOO has an RF switch SlO, 
SO, and a history capacitor SlS like the mixer displayed in 
FIG. 4a. According to a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, at any given time, one of the rotating capacitor 
banks S20 or S3S is integrating the RF current with one of its 
rotating capacitors, for example, rotating capacitor S30, while 
the remaining rotating capacitors are waiting their turn at 
integrating the RF current. While one rotating capacitor bank 

55 6a, with the exception that a rotating capacitor, for example, 
rotating capacitor 680, is flanked by two switches 677 and 679 
that are used to control the charge read out and two other 
switches 681 and 682 control the integration of the RF current 
by the rotating capacitor. A useful feature of this particular 

60 embodiment is that the charge read out can occur without 
requiring a coupling to electrical ground. This may be advan
tageous in a situation such as when the read out charge is 
coupled to a feedback path of an operational amplifier. 

Referring now to FIG. 7a, a block diagram illustrates a 
65 current-mode sampling mixer 700 with two banks of rotating 

capacitors 70S and 720 arranged to make use of a bottom
plate sampling technique according to a preferred embodi-
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A third filtering operation 903 is a second FIR filtering 
operation that is a combination of a second moving average 
operation 920 and a second decimation operation 925. These 
two operations result from the configuration and arrangement 
of the rotating and buffer capacitors (such as displayed in 
FIG. 8). The second moving average and decimation opera
tions 920 and 925 are directly dependent of the number of 
rotating capacitors in a rotating capacitor bank. According to 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the number 

ment of the present invention. The bottom-plate sampling 
technique is a widely known and used technique in the field of 
switched capacitor circuits. The use ofbottom plate switching 
offers an advantage in reducing the clock feedthrough and 
charge injection into the system. Each rotating capacitor, for 
example, capacitor 708, is coupled to electrical ground by a 
pair of switches. A first switch 709 is controlled by a sampling 
control signal and a first RF switch 710 is controlled by a 
signal generated by the LO. According to a preferred embodi
ment of the present invention, when both the sampling signal 
and the LO signal are high, then the rotating capacitor 708 
may integrate the RF current if its sampling control signal is 
also active. A second switch 707 is controlled by the sampling 
control signal. An additional switch pair (displayed as two 
switches labeled 711) is used to permit the charge read out. 
FIG. 7b illustrates the timing of the signals controlling the 
operation of the mixer 700. 

10 of capacitors in a rotating capacitor bank is four. Therefore, 
the moving average operation 920 is a moving average of four 
and the decimation operation 925 is a decimation by four. 
Finally, a fourth filtering operation 904, an IIR filtering opera
tion referred to as an IIR-2 operation, also arises from the 

Due to differences between the impedance of the mixer and 
desired output impedance, an active buffer is required to 
isolate the mixer from the output. Typically, the mixer has a 
high impedance while it is desired that the output has a low 
driving impedance. The active buffer can also be used to 
realize a second, lower-rate IIR filtering operation through 
the use of passive charge sharing. 

15 configuration of the rotating and buffer capacitors. The IIR-2 
operation is achieved at the end of the charge dump phase, 
when the rotating capacitors 820 are disconnected from the 
buffer capacitor 810 and any remaining charge on the rotating 
capacitors 820 are reset prior to returning to actively integrat-

20 ing the RF current. It is the resetting of the charge that gives 
rise to the IIR-2 operation. The filtering operation 930 has a 
Z-domain pole located at a2 , where a2 is defined as CB/(CB+ 
M*CR), where CB is the value of the buffer capacitor (810, 
FIG. 8) and M*CR is the number of capacitors in a rotating 

25 capacitor bank (M) multiplied by the value of a rotating 
capacitor (CR). The behavior is expressible in equation form: Referring now to FIG. 8, a diagram illustrates the use of an 

active buffer 805 to realize a second IIR filtering stage 800 
according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
The buffer 805 actually does not play an active role in the IIR 
filtering operation. Rather, it is used to sense voltage from a 30 

buffer capacitor 810, CB, and to present it to the output with a 
low driving impedance. An RF switch 815 couples the rotat
ing capacitors 820 (displayed here as a single capacitor of 
value M*CR) to the buffer capacitor 810 during the charge 
read out phase. As discussed previously, M is the number of 35 

rotating capacitors in a single capacitor bank, and in this 
example, M=4. At the end of the charge read out phase, the 
switch 815 opens, disconnecting the rotating capacitors 820 
from the capacitor 810. After being disconnected, the rotating 
capacitors 820 have their charge reset. It is the resetting of the 40 

charge stored on the rotating capacitors that gives rise to the 
IIR filtering operation. According to a preferred embodiment 
of the present invention, the IIR filtering operation is referred 
to as an IIR-2 filtering operation. 

Referring now to FIG. 9, a block diagram illustrates a 45 

current-mode sampling mixer 900 grouped by the signal pro
cessing steps that it performs according to a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. According to a pre
ferred embodiment of the present invention, the signal pro
cessing performed by the mixer can be logically viewed as 50 

four distinct FIR/IIR filtering operations. A first FIR filtering 
operation 901 arising from a combination of a moving aver
age operation 905 and a decimation operation 910 resulting 
from the configuration of the rotating capacitors (such as one 
displayed in FIG. 3a). The moving average and decimation 55 

operations are the result of the integrating of N consecutive 
cycles of the RF current by a single rotating capacitor. A 
second filtering operation 902 is an IIR filtering operation 
(displayed in FIG. 9 as a filter 915) and referred to as aniiR-1 
operation. The IIR -1 filtering operation arises from the pres- 60 

ence of the history capacitor and the continuous integration of 
the RF current by the history capacitor and its use in conjunc
tion with the rotating capacitors. The filtering operation 915 is 
determined by the ratio of the history capacitor, CH, to the 
value of the rotating capacitors, CR. The IIR -1 filtering opera- 65 

tion has a Z-domain pole located at a1 , where a1 is a number 
smaller than 1. 

where: y k is the input charge, zk is the charge stored on the 
buffer capacitor CB 810 at sampling time k. 

As discussed previously, a bias voltage may be placed onto 
the rotating capacitors after the rotating capacitors have had 
their accumulated charges read out and reset. For example, 
the bias voltage on the rotating capacitors may be set to a 
specified value to prevent accumulated charge on the history 
capacitor from exceeding a maximum (or minimum) amount 
of charge that the capacitor can hold. A saturation of the 
charge holding capability of the history capacitor is a concern 
since it is constantly integrating the RF current, while each of 
the rotating capacitors is reset after integrating the RF current 
for N RF cycles. One way to accomplish the setting of a bias 
voltage onto the rotating capacitors is through the use of a 
feedback correction loop, wherein a feedback current is inte
grated by a feedback capacitor, which in tum shares its charge 
with the rotating capacitors. 

Referring now to FIG. 10, a block diagram illustrates a 
feedback charge accumulation structure 1000 used to initial
ize the charge on rotating capacitors according to a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. An amplifier 1002, with 
a gain of gm (which, according to a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention, may be realized as a current-mode 
digital-to-analog converter (DAC)), produces a desired feed
back current, iFBCD and when either switches FA 1005 or FB 
1010 is closed, the feedback current is integrated by one of 
two feedback capacitors, Cp, 1025 or 1030. The charge stored 
on the feedback capacitor is shared with the rotating capaci
tors (not shown) when either switch PA 1015 or PB 1020 is 
closed. Another switch 1035, R, shnnts the charge to gronnd, 
resetting the charge on the rotating capacitors, prior to the 
precharging operation. The timing of the switches will be 
discussed below. 

It is advantageous to utilize the feedback charge accumu
lation structure (FIG. 10) to create a higher-level correction 
loop. In addition to the current-mode sampling mixer, the 
higher-level correction loop can involve an analog-to-digital 
converter (ADC) or quantizer, digital filtering and other digi
tal signal processing functions, such as sigma-delta conver-
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sian. Examples of possible uses of the higher-level correction 
loop include: removing close-in interferers and linearizing 
the current-mode sampling mixer. To remove close-in inter
ferers, output of the ADC can be digitally processed to detect 
the interferers and appropriately phase shifted and scaled 
samples can be used to constructively remove the interferers. 
Linearizing the current-mode sampling mixer involves the 
digital processing of the output oftheADC so that appropri
ately phase-shifted and scaled samples injected into the mixer 
would linearize the datapath. 

Referring now to FIG. 11a, a block diagram illustrates a 
physical implementation of a portion of a current-mode sam
pling mixer 1100 according to a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. According to a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention, the mixer 1100 processes both the in-o 
phase (I) and quadrature-phase (Q) sampled versions of the 
received signal and operates in differential signaling mode, 
i.e., each of the signal streams is represented by a positive and 
a negative stream. Therefore, the mixer 1100 processes the I+, 
I-, Q+, and Q- signals. FIG. 11a displays the I (both I+ and 
I-) signal path portion of the mixer, although the Q signal path 
of the mixer is similar. While the use of the in-phase and 
quadrature-phase signal paths imply the presence of orthogo
nal signal bases, the present invention can make use of non
orthogonal signal bases as well. 

The I signal path of the mixer 1100 includes a I+ sampling 
structure 1110, an I+ second IIR filter 1115, a portion of a I+ 
feedback charge accumulation structure 1120, a digital con
trol unit (DCU) 1125, an I- sampling structure 1130, an!
second IIR filter 1135, and a portion of a I- feedback charge 
accumulation structure 1140. The I+ sampling structure 1110 
(and I- sampling structure 1130) is as described in FIG. 6a. 
The I+ second IIR filter 1115 (and I- second IR filter 1135) is 
as described in FIG. 8 and the I+ feedback charge accumula
tion structure 1120 (and I- feedback charge accumulation 
structure 1140) is as described in FIG.10. Note that a portion 
of the I+ feedback charge accumulation structure 1120 (and 
I- feedback charge accumulation structure 1140) is not dis
played in FIG. 11a for simplicity reasons, but are present in a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

According to a preferred embodiment of the present inven
tion, the DCU 1125 is used to generate signals to activate and 
deactivate rotating capacitors, along with other signals used 

14 
adjacent to it. Note that the registers are connected in a cir
cular fashion so that the output of the last register in the shift 
register rolls around and becomes the input of the first register 
in the shift register. 

Referring now to FIG. 11b, a block diagram presents a 
detailed view of the bubble shift register according to a pre
ferred embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 11b pre
sents a view of the bubble shift register in greater detail along 
with a non-overlap circuit, which will be discussed below. 

10 The bubble shift register includes a sequential string of reg
isters, like a normal circular shift register and a multiplexer 
1155. The multiplexer 1155 allows control circuitry (not 
shown) to select the input into one of the registers in the shift 
register chain. For example, the signal driving the input of 

15 register 1126 can either be the output of the register immedi
ately before it or a binary one value. The multiplexer 1155 is 
controlled by a bubble inject line. If the bubble inject line 
selects the output of the previous register (bubble inject line 
equals zero (0)), then the bubble shift register operates in a 

20 manner similar to a normal circular shift register. If the bubble 
inject line selects the binary one value (bubble inject line 
equals one (1)), then the binary one value becomes the input 
into the register 1126. This loads the one value into the bubble 
shift register. According to a preferred embodiment of the 

25 present invention, the bubble shift register initializes into a 
zero state where all of the registers in the bubble shift register 
is cleared. Then, the binary one is loaded into one of the 
registers of the bubble shift register and normal operation can 
commence. It is preferred that the bubble shift register be 

30 loaded only one time. 
The use of shift registers is an efficient way of generating 

the signals required to control the activation (and deactiva
tion) of the rotating capacitors. For example, through the use 
of the bubble shift register, the power consumed is reduced 

35 due to a reduction in the total number of signal transitions. 
This is because each time the bubble shift register is clocked, 
there are only two signal transitions. Additionally, by using 
only bubble shift registers to generate the signals, the signal 
generating hardware is greatly reduced (when compared to a 

40 complex array of combinatorial logic), hence there is a reduc
tion in both hardware design complexity and power consump
tion. 

to control the operation of the mixer 1100. Note that hardware 
used to generate the other signals is not displayed in FIG. 11a. 45 

The generation of the signals used to activate and deactivate 
the rotating capacitors is implemented using a shift-register, 
with the number of registers being equal to the total number of 
rotating capacitors per signal path. For example, there are two 
banks of four rotating capacitors per signal path for a total of 50 

eight rotating capacitors and therefore, there are eight regis
ters in the shift-register. Each register in the shift-register is 
driven by a clock that is equal to the period of the LO divided 

Whichever register contains the one value produces a con
trol signal that is high, while the remaining signals produced 
by the bubble shift register is low. The rotating capacitor 
associated with the register producing the control signal with 
the high value is active and is used to integrate the RF current. 
After a certain number ofRF clock cycles, for example, eight 
RF clock cycles, the bubble shift-register is clocked and the 
one value moves to the next register in the shift register and 
the rotating capacitor that was formerly active becomes inac-
tive and the rotating capacitor associated with the next regis
ter becomes active. 

by eight, since N=S (decimation value). Again, should a dif
ferent value ofN be used, the division of the LO signal would 55 

necessarily be different. 
According to a preferred embodiment of the present inven

tion, a circular shift register with a rotating bubble is used. 
The bubble shift register is different from a normal circular 
shift register in that the contents of all but one register con- 60 

tains the same value, while the one register contains a differ
ent value, i.e., the bubble. The bubble shift register is initial
ized into the following state: a one value is stored in one of the 
registers (for example, register 1126) and the remaining reg
isters store a zero value. Then, each time the registers in the 65 

shift register are clocked (once every eight cycles of the LO), 
the one value moves from its current register to the register 

Since the bubble shift register in the DCU 1125 is a syn
chronous device, each time that the bubble shift register is 
clocked (for example, once every eight RF cycles), the con
tents of the registers immediately changes. Because of the 
immediate change in the value of the various control signal 
lines, a situation may arise when more than one rotating 
capacitor is active at one time. This is not desired because it 
can result in the integrating of the RF current on two different 
rotating capacitors. To remedy this situation, a non-overlap 
circuit 1159 is needed. 

The non-overlap circuit 1159 is a combinatorial circuit 
used to insert a gate transition delay between the time when a 
first control signal changes state (for example, transitioning 
from high to low) and a second changes state (for example, 
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A first timing trace 1205 displays a signal generated by a LO. 
Note that the frequency of the signal is so great that the timing 
trace 1205 appears to be a solid line. A second timing trace 
1210 displays the signal "SV0 " used to control a rotating 
capacitor 1111 (FIG. 11a). The signal "SV0 " is also used to 
control a rotating capacitor in the I- signal path as well as the 
other two signal paths (not shown). Other timing traces dis
play the other SV signals for controlling the other rotating 
capacitors. Notice a pulse on a third timing trace 1211 dis-

transitioning from low to high) as a result of the first control 
signal. The non-overlap circuit 1159 is made up of a linear 
sequence oftwo-inputAND logic gates arranged in a circular 
fashion, similar to the circular shift register discussed above. 
The output of one AND gate becomes a first input of the AND 5 

gate immediately following it. According to a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention, the first input is an 
inverted input. The second input (non-inverting) of the AND 
gate is the output of one of the registers in the bubble shift 
register. 10 playing the signal "SV1" begins a small amount of time after 

the pulse on the second timing trace 1210 ends. Note that due 
to display limitations, FIG. 12 displays the traces as if one 
trace begins immediately after another trace ends when there 
is actually a small amount of time between the end of one 

The operation of the non-overlap circuit 1159 is as follows. 
Assuming that upon initialization or reset, the contents of 
registers in the bubble shift register are all zero. This places a 
zero at the second input of each of the AND gates in the 
non-overlapping circuit 1150, therefore, the outputs of all 
AND gates is zero. With the outputs of all AND gates equal to 
zero, a one is placed at the first input of each AND gate, due 

15 pulse and the beginning of another. The delay between pulses 
on the timing traces is due to the non-overlap circuit 1159 
(FIG. 11b) discussed above. 

A fourth timing trace 1215 displays the "SAZ" signal. The 
SAZ signal is used to deactivate the rotating capacitor bank A. 

to the inverting nature of the first input. Once the bubble inject 
line changes value to load the one value into a register, for 
example, register 1126, the second input of the AND gate 
associated with the register 1126 (for example, AND gate 
1160) becomes a one. With both inputs being one, the output 
of the AND gate becomes a one, changing the control signal 
SV0 to one. 

20 When the SAZ signal is high, the charge on the rotating 
capacitors in bank A is read out and various other operations 
such as a reset, followed by a precharging of the rotating 
capacitors to a specified value, turning on the feedback charge 
accumulation structure, etc. A fifth timing trace 1220 displays 

After N RF cycles (N=S in this example) have elapsed, the 
bubble shift register is clocked, moving the bubble from reg
ister 1126 to the next register in the shift register. This places 

25 the "SBZ" signal. The SBZ signal performs the operations 
associated with the SAZ signal for the rotating capacitor bank 
B. 

a one at the second input of AND gate 1165. With the first 
input of the AND gate 1160 no longer one, the output of AND 
gate 1160 becomes a zero, which becomes a one at the first 30 

input of AND gate 1165 (due to the inverting nature). The 
output of AND gate 1165 now becomes a one and the control 
signal SV 1 becomes a one. This process continues as long as 
the bubble shift register is being clocked. 

The non-overlap circuit 1159 inserts a delay equal to one 35 

AND gate in between the time when the output of one register 
changes to when the corresponding control signal changes. It 
is the propagation delay of the AND gate that causes the 
non-overlap. Should additional delay be desired, buffers can 
be added between the outputs and inputs of the AND gates. 40 

For example, a couple of inverters will add two inverter delays 
without changing the values of the signals involved. 

Additional control signals may be derived using combina
toriallogic based on the output of the bubble shift register. For 
example, a signal used for activating and deactivating a 45 

capacitor bank can be derived by combining the outputs of the 
registers in the bubble shift register in a multi-input OR logic 
gate. The signal responsible for activating/deactivating a 
capacitor bank would combine the outputs of all registers 
associated with rotating capacitors in the capacitor bank. 50 

Therefore, when one of the rotating capacitors in the capaci-
tor bank is to be activated, the entire bank is activated. Simi
larly, a reset signal can be derived by combining the outputs of 
the registers associated with rotating capacitors N -1 of the 
various capacitor banks and a precharge signal can be derived 55 

by combining the outputs of the registers associated with 
rotating capacitors N of the various capacitor banks. For 
example, if there are two capacitor banks with four rotating 
capacitors each, then the reset signal would be derived from 
the logical OR of the register outputs associated with rotating 60 

capacitors two and six (assuming the capacitors are numbered 
zero to three and four to seven) and the precharge signal 
would be derived from the logical OR of the register outputs 
associated with rotating capacitors three and seven. 

Referring now to FIG. 12, a timing diagram illustrates the 65 

relationship between various signals used in the mixer 1100 
according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

A seventh timing trace 1230 displays the "CTL_D" signal 
used to couple the rotating capacitor bank to the buffer 
capacitor, CB (discussed in FIG. 8), allowing the charge from 
the rotating capacitors to be shared with the buffer capacitor, 
resulting in the charge on the rotating capacitors appearing on 
the output of the buffer. 

An eighth timing trace 1235 displays the "CTL_R" signal 
used to couple an inactive rotating capacitor bank (the one 
that is not currently integrating the RF current) to electrical 
ground. A ninth timing trace 1240 displays the "CTL_PB" 
signal used to couple a feedback capacitor, Cp, to rotating 
capacitor bank B, while a tenth timing trace 1245 displays the 
"CTL_PA" signal used to couple a different feedback capaci
tor, C p, to rotating capacitor bank A. 

An eleventh timing trace 1250 displays the "CTL_FB" 
signal used to allow the feedback capacitor, Cp, to integrate 
the feedback current, iFBCD intended for rotating capacitor 
bank B. A twelfth timing trace 1255 displays the "CTL_FA" 
signal, performing the same operation as the "CTL_FB" sig-
nal except for rotating capacitor bank A. 

The four signal paths (I+, I-, Q+, and Q-) in the mixer 1100 
correspond to phase differences with respect to the signal 
generated by the LO. For example, I+ corresponds to a zero 
(0) degree phase difference with the LO, while I- corresponds 
to a 180 degree phase difference, and Q+ and Q- are 90 and 
270 degrees of phase difference from the LO signal respec
tively. To generate the different SV signals for activating 
different rotating capacitors in the different signal paths, it is 
typical to have a single LO generate a reference signals and 
then have signal generating hardware to generate the required 
SV signals for the signal paths. 

Referring now to FIG. 13, a timing diagram illustrates the 
ideal phase angle differences between the SV0 signals for 
each of the four signal paths in the mixer 600. A first timing 
trace 1305 displays a signal generated by the LO. A second 
timing trace 1310 displays the SVO signal for signal path I+. 
According to a preferred embodiment of the present inven
tion, the LOused to generate the reference clock signal is also 
used for the signal path I+. Since the phase difference 
between the LO and the I+ signal is zero degrees, there is no 
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difference between the start of the SVO signal and the LO 
signal (displayed as interval1315). A third timing trace 1320 
displays the SVO signal for signal path Q+. With a 90 degree 
phase difference between the Q+ signal and the LO, the 
difference between the start of the SVO signal and the LO 5 

signal (displayed as interval1325) is a quarter of the period of 
a single LO period. 

A fourth timing trace 1330 displays the SVO signal for 
signal path I-. Since the phase difference between the LO and 
the I- signal is 180 degrees, there is a halfLO period differ- 10 

ence between the start of the SVO signal and the LO signal 
(displayed as interval 1335). A fifth timing trace 1340 dis
plays the SVO signal for signal path Q-. With a 270 degree 
phase difference between the Q- signal and the LO, the 
difference between the start of the SVO signal and the LO 15 

signal (displayed as interval 1345) is three quarters of a LO 
period. 

However, there is a large amount of hardware required to 
accurately generate the SV signals for the four different signal 
paths. When considering one of the major applications of the 20 

current-mode sampling mixer 1100 is in portable wireless 
communications devices, power consumption is of the utmost 
importance. Any reduction in power consumption is desirable 
because it increases battery life. 

Taking into account the capacitance of the history capaci- 25 

tor, CH, when compared to the capacitance of the individual 
rotating capacitor, CR, where CH=a1 *Cs and CR=(l-a1)*Cs 
with a1 being a number less than one. According to a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention, a1 =0.9686, therefore, if 
Cs=15.925 pF, then CR=0.5 pF and CH=15.425 pF. With the 30 

capacitance of CH being significantly larger than the capaci
tance ofCR, the majority of the RF current integrated by the 
two capacitors will be stored by the history capacitor, CH, and 
not the rotating capacitor, CR. Because of the fact that a very 
small charge is actually stored on the CR capacitors, a slight 35 

misalignment in the timing of the activate and deactivate 
signals for the rotating capacitors will not result in a signifi
cant degradation in performance, as long as the amount of 
time that each rotating capacitor spends integrating the RF 
current remains consistent. Taking advantage of the large 40 

difference between CHand CR and the superposition prin
ciple, a single LO can be used to generate all of the SV signals 
for all signal paths in the mixer. 

For example, the signal from an LO generating signals with 

18 
The signals for activating the rotating capacitors and control
ling the operation of the signal paths are generated in the DCU 
1125. The DCU 1125 uses the divided signal from a single LO 
to generate its signals. The preferred signal is the signal of the 
I+ signal path since is in zero ( 0) degrees out of phase with the 
reference LO of the radio transceiver and the received RF 
data, however, the LOs from the other signal paths are equally 
usable with no needed adjustments for the phase angle devia
tion. 

A clock divider 1427 divides the clock signal from the LO 
and provides the divided clock signal to the DCU 1125. 
Alternatively, the DCU 1125 contains its own clock divider 
circuitry and the signal produced by the LO is provided 
directly to the DCU 1125. According to a preferred embodi
ment of the present invention, the clock divider 1427 divides 
the signal provided by the LO by a factor of eight. This means 
that the clock divider 1427 will generate a single clock edge 
for every eight LO clock edges that it receives. 

As discussed previously, the DCU 1125 uses a circular 
shift register to generate the activate and deactivate signals for 
the rotating capacitors. The signals generated by the DCU 
1125 are provided to the individual signal paths I+ 1410, I-
1415, Q+ 1420, and Q- 1425 by a series of connections 
(displayed in FIG. 14 as a single connection 1430). The line 
1430 provides the same set of signals to eachofthe four signal 
paths. 

Each signal path is connected to a properly phased signal 
from the LO. For example, the I+ signal path 1410 is con
nected to the LO_I+ output of the LO. As discussed previ
ously, the phase angle deviation presented to three of the four 
signal paths does not produce a measurable difference in the 
performance of the current-mode sampling mixer. Also 
coupled to the different signal paths is a transconductance 
amplifier that provides the RF current to the signal paths. The 
RF current is integrated in the signal paths, which produces 
discrete-time sample streams based on the integrated current. 
Each signal path provides an output in the form of a stream of 
discrete-time samples that are processed by the radio trans
ceiver. 

Referring now to FIGS. 15a and 15b, timing diagrams 
illustrate timing differences between rotating capacitor con
trol signals that are generated by independently executing 
clock generating circuitry and signals that are generated by a 
single common clock generating circuit according to a pre
ferred embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 15a illus
trates rotating control signals that are generated by an inde-
pendently executing clock generating circuit. A first curve 
1510 displays an idealized RF current, labeled IRF" A second 
curve 1515 displays a clock signal produced by an LO, in this 
example, the clock signal for the I+ signal path is displayed 
with positive portions (the portions that will close the RF 
switch permitting the integration of the RF current by rotating 
capacitors) of the signal shaded. 

The next three curves 1520, 1525, and 1530 display three 

a zero degree phase difference would produce SV signals 45 

with no phase errors with the SV signals in the I+ signal path. 
The same SV signals would have a 180-degree phase devia
tion with the SV signals in the I- signal path. However, since 
the SV signals are eight LO periods long (according to a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention), the 180- 50 

degree phase deviation turns out to be a 6.25% deviance for 
the activate/deactivate signal. For the Q+ signal path, the 
same SV signals would have a 90-degree phase deviation (or 
3.125% deviance) and for the Q- signal path, the 270-degree 
phase deviation would result in a 9.375% deviance. 

While there exists a phase deviation, the duration of the 
periods of the SV signals remain accurate. It is the combina
tion of the small size of the rotating capacitor (preferably less 
than 4% the size of the history capacitor) and the maintained 
accuracy in the duration of the SV periods that yields essen- 60 

tially the same results as if four different and independent 
clock generators were used to generate the SV signals for 
each of the four signal paths. 

55 rotating capacitor control signals. Note that there may be 
other rotating capacitor control signals in the actual mixer, but 
that only three are displayed in FIG. 15a. Since the rotating 
capacitor control signals are derived directly from the clock 

Referring now to FIG. 14, a block diagram illustrates a 
current-mode sampling mixer utilizing a single LO to gener- 65 

ate a complete set of signals for activating rotating capacitors 
according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

signal for the I+ path, the rotating capacitor control signals are 
well centered in the negative portions of the I+ LO. During the 
negative portions of the I+ LO signal, the RF switch is open 
and stops the flow of RF current. Therefore the rotating 
capacitors are not integrating the RF current. Since the 
switching of the active rotating capacitors occurs during an 
inactive period, no RF current is lost. 

Referring now to FIG. 15b, a timing diagram illustrates 
rotating control signals that are generated by a common 
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include, but is not limited to: digital filtering, data encoding 
and decoding, error detection and correction, and communi
cations protocol software stack and applications. The DBB 
controller 1630 is coupled to a memory 1640 that may contain 
a read-only memory (ROM), a random access memory 
(RAM), flash programmable memory, etc. The memory 1640 
can be used to store necessary subroutines used in the DBB 
controller 1630, configuration data, scratch memory, etc. 

executing clock generating circuit that is derived from a clock 
signal that deviates in phase angle with its own clock accord
ing to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. A first 
curve 1560 displays the RF current and a second curve 1565 
displays a clock signal produced by an LO, in this example, 
the clock signal for the I+ signal path is displayed with posi
tive portions (the portions that will close the RF switch per
mitting the integration of the RF current by rotating capaci
tors) of the signal shaded. Notice that as displayed in FIG. 
15b, the clock for this particular signal path is different from 
the I +LO signal and there is the phase angle deviation of about 
180 degrees between the two. The actual phase angle devia
tion between the reference LO signal (in this example, the 
I+LO) and the clock used for a particular signal path may be 
any value. For example, in a four signal path mixer with 
in-phase and quadrature-phase clocks, the phase angle devia
tions may be about zero, 90, 180, and 270 degrees. 

The DBB controller 1630 may be coupled to some other 
10 digital device via a host interface. The host interface may be 

a proprietary interface or it may be adherent to an intercon
nection standard such as: RS-232, universal serial bus, 
Firewire, IEEE 802.11, PCcard, etc. The host interface allows 

Due to the phase angle difference being about 180 degrees, 
the rotating capacitor control signals transition in the middle 

15 
the connection of a digital device to the wireless device 1600 
via the DBB controller 1630. Examples of digital devices 
include computers, multi-media devices, Internet appliances, 
storage devices, etc. 

of a time period when the rotating capacitors are integrating 20 

the RF current instead of being in the middle of the inactive 
time period. However, due to the maintained accuracy in the 
duration of the rotating capacitor control signals, the rotating 
capacitors remain active for precisely the same amount of 
time as if their own independent clock generating circuit was 25 

generating the control signals. When one rotating capacitor 
transitions from active to inactive in the middle of integrating 
the RF current, another rotating capacitor transitions from 
inactive to active and integrates the remainder of the RF 
current, so the amount of RF current not integrated by the 30 

rotating capacitor may be very small. 
Compounded with the relatively small capacitance of the 

rotating capacitors (approximately 30 times smaller than the 
history capacitor) and the fact that the history capacitor con
tinually integrates the RF current, the total amount of RF 35 

current not integrated is negligible and does not affect the 
performance of the mixer. 

Referring now to FIG. 16, a block diagram illustrates a 
wireless communications device 1600 containing a direct 
sampling mixer according to a preferred embodiment of the 40 

present invention. As discussed previously, the direct sam
pling mixer of the present invention is operable at any radio 
frequency and with any data encoding and transmission 
mechanism. In actuality, the direct sampling mixer is also 
operable in a wired communications system as well. 45 

The direct sampling mixer of the present invention is con
tained in anRF transceiver 1610 that is coupled to an antenna 
1620. The antenna 1620 is responsible for receiving analog 
RF signals transmitted over-the-air. Additionally, the antenna 
1620 may be used to transmit analog RF signals originating 50 

from the wireless device 1600. The RF transceiver 1610 is 
responsible for taking the analog RF signals received by the 
antenna 1620 and converting it into a digital data stream that 

While this invention has been described with reference to 
illustrative embodiments, this description is not intended to 
be construed in a limiting sense. Various modifications and 
combinations of the illustrative embodiments, as well as other 
embodiments of the invention, will be apparent to persons 
skilled in the art upon reference to the description. It is there-
fore intended that the appended claims encompass any such 
modifications or embodiments. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A radio receiver comprising: 
a radio frequency (RF) input to receive RF signals; 
a mixer coupled to the RF input, comprising: 

a plurality of signal paths, each signal path coupled to 
the RF input and a local oscillator, the signal paths 
containing circuitry to sample a received signal pro
vided by the RF input and to output a discrete-time 
sample stream; 

a timing circuit coupled to the plurality of signal paths, 
the timing circuit containing circuitry to control the 
operation of the signal paths and wherein at least two 
of the signal paths are configured in the same manner; 
and 

a signal processing circuit coupled to the mixer, the signal 
processing circuit containing circuitry to transform out
put produced by the plurality of signal paths into user 
usable data. 

2. The radio receiver of claim 1 further comprising a quan
tizer having an input coupled to the mixer and an output 
coupled to the signal processing circuit, the quantizer con
taining circuitry to convert the discrete-time sample stream 
into a digital sample stream. 

3. The radio receiver of claim 2, further comprising rotat
ing capacitors coupled to the signal paths for sampling the 
received signal. 

is usable by the remainder of the wireless device 1600. Since 
the RF transceiver 1610 can transmit signals as well as receive 
them, the RF transceiver 1610 is also responsible for convert
ing a digital data stream into an analog signal suitable for 
transmission. 

4. The radio receiver of claim 3, wherein the timing circuit 
55 generates a set of control signals to be carried on the signals 

paths, wherein at least two signal paths are configured in the 
same manner. 

5. The radio receiver of claim 1, wherein the signal pro
cessing circuit is a digital signal processing circuit. 

6. The radio receiver of claim 1, wherein each signal path is 
coupled to its own local oscillator. 

7. The radio receiver of claim 1, wherein each signal path is 
coupled to a single local oscillator. 

After the RF transceiver 1610 receives and then converts 
the analog RF signal into a digital data stream by an analog- 60 

to-digital converter (ADC) or a quantizer (neither shown), the 
digital data stream is transferred to a digital baseband (DBB) 
controller 1630. The DBB controller 1630 is responsible for 
taking the digital data stream and perform any necessary 
digital signal processing on it to convert the digital data 
stream in to a stream of user usable data. Examples of the 
processing performed by the DBB controller 1630 may 

8. The radio receiver of claim 1, wherein the radio receiver 
65 operates in a Bluetooth compliant communications network. 

9. The radio receiver of claim 1, wherein the radio receiver 
operates in a cellular based communications network. 
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10. The radio receiver of claim 1, further comprising rotat
ing capacitors coupled to the signal paths for sampling the 
received signal. 

11. The radio receiver of claim 10, wherein the timing 
circuit generates a set of control signals to be carried on the 
signals paths, wherein at least two signal paths are configured 
in the same manner. 

12. A radio receiver comprising: 

22 
24. A wireless communications device comprising: 
an antenna to receive and transmit radio frequency (RF) 

signals; 
a RF receiver coupled to the antenna, the RF receiver 

containing circuitry to convert RF signals into a data 
stream, the RF receiver comprising a current-mode sam
pling mixer, the current-mode sampling mixer compris
ing: 

a radio frequency (RF) input to receive RF signals; 
a current-mode sampling mixer coupled to the RF input, 10 

the mixer comprising: 

a plurality of signal paths, each signal path coupled to 
the antenna and a local oscillator, the signal paths 
containing circuitry to sample a received signal pro
vided by the antenna and produce a discrete-time 
sample stream of the received signal; a plurality of signal paths, each signal path coupled to 

the RF input and a local oscillator, the signal path 
containing circuitry to sample a received signal pro-

15 
vided by the RF input and to output a discrete-time 
sample stream and uses rotating capacitors to sample 
the received signal; 

a timing circuit coupled to the plurality of signal paths, 
the timing circuit containing circuitry to output a 
common signal to all of the signal paths to control the 
operation of the signal paths; 

a digital baseband (DBB) controller coupled to the RF 
receiver, the DBB controller containing circuitry to digi
tally process the data stream provided by the RF trans
ceiver and convert it into user usable data; and 

a timing circuit coupled to the plurality of signal paths, 
the timing circuit containing circuitry to control the 20 

operation of the signal paths, comprising: 
a reference signal generator to generate a clock signal 

at a specified frequency; 
a memory coupled to the DBB controller, the memory 

containing storage elements to store data and programs. 
a clock divider coupled to the reference signal gen

erator, the divider containing circuitry to divide the 25 

clock signal by a specified integer number, N; and 

25. The wireless communications device of claim 24 fur
ther comprising a quantizer having an input coupled to the RF 
receiver and an output coupled to the DBB controller, the 
quantizer containing circuitry to convert the data stream into 
a digital data stream. 

a clock generator coupled to the clock divider, the 
clock generator containing circuitry to output a set 
of control signals; and 26. The wireless communications device of claim 25, fur

ther comprising rotating capacitors coupled to the signal 
paths for sampling the received signal. 

a signal processing circuit coupled to the mixer, the signal 30 

processing circuit containing circuitry to transform out
put produced by the plurality of signal paths into user 
usable data. 

27. The wireless communications device of claim 26, 
wherein the timing circuit generates additional control sig
nals to be carried on the plurality of signals paths, wherein at 

35 least two signal paths are configured in the same manner. 
13. The radio receiver of claim 12, wherein the received 

signal is converted into a received current by a transconduc
tance amplifier, and rotating capacitors integrate the received 
current to sample the received signal. 

14. The radio receiver of claim 12, wherein there are N 
rotating capacitors for each signal path. 

15. The radio receiver of claim 14, wherein theN rotating 
capacitors are partitioned into at least two banks of rotating 
capacitors. 

16. The radio receiver of claim 15, wherein there are two 
banks of rotating capacitors with N/2 rotating capacitors in 
each bank. 

17. The radio receiver of claim 12, wherein the current
mode sampling mixer further comprising a history capacitor 
coupled to the RF input and to the plurality of signal paths, the 
history capacitor to sample the received signal. 

18. The radio receiver of claim 17, wherein the ratio of 
history capacitor and rotating capacitor capacitance is about 
30. 

19. The radio receiver of claim 17, wherein the ratio of 
history capacitor to rotating capacitor capacitance is greater 
than 30. 

20. The radio receiver of claim 17, wherein the history 
capacitor continuously samples the received signal and each 
rotating capacitor samples only a portion of the received 
signal. 

21. The radio receiver of claim 20, wherein one rotating 
capacitor in each signal path is active at any given time. 

22. The radio receiver of claim 12, wherein the clock gen
erator comprises a sequence of registers, and an output of one 
register is coupled to an input of another register, forming a 
circular ring of registers. 

23. The radio receiver of claim 22, wherein there are N 
registers in the clock generator. 

28. The wireless communications device of claim 24 fur
ther comprising an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) having 
an input coupled to the RF receiver and an output coupled to 
the DBB controller, the ADC containing circuitry to convert 

40 the data stream into the digital data stream. 
29. The wireless communications device of claim 24, 

wherein the DBB controller decodes, and error detects and 
corrects the digital data stream. 

30. The wireless communications device of claim 24, 
45 wherein the DBB controller further comprises a commnnica

tions protocol software stack along with applications. 
31. The wireless communications device of claim 24 oper

ates in a Bluetooth compliant communications network. 
32. The wireless communications device of claim 24 oper-

50 ates in a cellular based commnnications network. 
33. The wireless communications device of claim 24, 

wherein the circuitry in the timing circuit controls the opera
tion of each signal path in substantially the same manner. 

34. The wireless communications device of claim 33, fur-
55 ther comprising rotating capacitors coupled to the signal 

paths for sampling the received signal. 
35. The wireless communications device of claim 34, 

wherein the timing circuit generates additional control sig
nals to be carried on the plurality of signals paths, wherein at 

60 least two signal paths are configured in the same manner. 

65 

36. The wireless communications device of claim 33, 
wherein the timing circuit generates additional control sig
nals to be carried on the plurality of signals paths, wherein at 
least two signal paths are configured in the same manner. 

37. The wireless communications device of claim 24, fur
ther comprising rotating capacitors coupled to the signal 
paths for sampling the received signal. 
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38. The wireless communications device of claim 37 
wherein the timing circuit generates additional control sig~ 
nals to be carried on the plurality of signals paths, wherein at 
least two signal paths are configured in the same manner. 

39. The wireless communications device of claim 24 
wherein the timing circuit generates additional control sig~ 
nals to be carried on the plurality of signals paths, wherein at 
least two signal paths are configured in the same manner. 

40. The wireless communications device of claim 24 
wherein the RF receiver is part of an RF transceiver. ' 10 

41. A radio receiver comprising: 
a ra~io frequency (RF) input to receive RF signals; 
a m1xer coupled to the RF input, comprising: 

a plurality of signal paths, each signal path coupled to 
the RF input and a local oscillator, the signal paths 

15 

containing circuitry to sample a received signal pro
vided by the RF input and to output a discrete-time 
sample stream; 

a timing circuit coupled to the plurality of signal paths, 
the timing circuit containing circuitry to control the 

20 

operation of each signal path in substantially the same 
manner; and 

a signal processing circuit coupled to the mixer, the signal 
processing circuit containing circuitry to transform out
put produced by the plurality of signal paths into user 

25 

usable data. 
42: The ra~io receiver of claim 41, further comprising 

rotatmg capacitors coupled to the signal paths for sampling 
the received signal. 

. 43: The radio receiver of claim 42, wherein the timing 
30 

c1rcmt generates a set of control signals to be carried on the 
signals paths, wherein at least two signal paths are configured 
in the same manner. 

. 44: The radio receiver of claim 41, wherein the timing 
c1rcmt generates a set of control signals to be carried on the 

35 

plurality of signals paths, wherein at least two signal paths are 
configured in the same manner. 

45. An electronic apparatus, comprising: 
a mixer coupled to an RF input, comprising: 

a plurality of signal paths, each signal path coupled to 
40 

the RF input and a local oscillator, the signal paths 
containing circuitry to sample a received signal pro
vided by the RF input and to output a discrete-time 
sample stream; and 

a timing circuit coupled to the plurality of signal paths, 
45 

the timing circuit containing circuitry to output a 
common signal to all of the signal paths to control the 
operation of the signal paths. 

46. A radio receiver comprising: 
a ra~io frequency (RF) input to receive RF signals; 
a m1xer coupled to the RF input, comprising: 

50 

more than two signal paths, each signal path coupled to 
the RF input and a local oscillator, the signal paths 
containing circuitry to sample a received signal pro
vided by the RF input and to output a discrete-time 

55 

sample stream; 

24 
a timing circuit coupled to the signal paths, the timing 

circuit containing circuitry to control the operation of 
the signal paths and wherein at least two of the signal 
paths are configured in the same manner and 

a signal processing circuit coupled to the mix~r, the signal 
processing circuit containing circuitry to transform out
put produced by the signal paths into user usable data. 

47. A wireless communications device comprising: 
an ~ntenna to receive and transmit radio frequency (RF) 

s1gnals; 
a RF receiver coupled to the antenna, the RF receiver 

containing circuitry to convert RF signals into a data 
stream, the RF receiver comprising a current-mode sam
~ling mixer, the current-mode sampling mixer compris
mg: 
more than two signal paths, each signal path coupled to 

the antenna and a local oscillator, the signal paths 
c?ntaining circuitry to sample a received signal pro
VIded by the antenna and produce a discrete-time 
sample stream of the received signal; 

a tii?in~ circui~ ~oupled to the signal paths, the timing 
c1rcmt contmmng circuitry to output a common signal 
to all of the signal paths to control the operation of the 
signal paths; 

a digital baseband (DBB) controller coupled to the IU 
receiver, the DBB controller containing circuitry to digi
tally process the data stream provided by the RF trans
ceiver and convert it into user usable data· and 

a memo.~ coupled to the DBB controller,' the memory 
contammg storage elements to store data and programs . 

48. A radio receiver comprising: 
a ra~io frequency (RF) input to receive RF signals; 
a m1xer coupled to the RF input, comprising: 

more that two signal paths, each signal path coupled to 
the RF input and a local oscillator, the signal paths 
containing circuitry to sample a received signal pro
vided by the RF input and to output a discrete-time 
sample stream; 

a timing circuit coupled to the signal paths, the timing 
circuit containing circuitry to control the operation of 

. each signal path in substantially the same manner; and 
a s1gnal processing circuit coupled to the mixer, the signal 

processing circuit containing circuitry to transform out
put produced by the signal paths into user usable data. 

49. An electronic apparatus, comprising: 
a mixer coupled to an RF input, comprising: 

more than two signal paths, each signal path coupled to 
the RF input and a local oscillator, the signal paths 
containing circuitry to sample a received signal pro
vided by the RF input and to output a discrete-time 
sample stream; and 

a timing circuit coupled to the signal paths, the timing 
circuit containing circuitry to output a common signal 
to all of the signal paths to control the operation of the 
signal paths. 

* * * * * 


